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ABSTRACT
Eukaryotic chromosomes are not randomly distrib-
uted in the interphase nucleus, but instead occupy
distinct territories. Nonetheless, the genome-wide
relationships of gene regulation to gene nuclear
location remain poorly understood in yeast. In the
three-dimensional view of gene regulation, we
found that a considerable number of transcription
factors (TFs) regulate genes that are colocalized in
the nucleus. Colocalized TF target genes are more
strongly coregulated compared with the other TF
target genes. Target genes of chromatin regulators
are also colocalized. These results demonstrate that
colocalization of coregulated genes is a common
process, and three-dimensional gene positioning is
an important part of gene regulation. Our findings
will have implications in understanding nuclear
architecture and function.
INTRODUCTION
The three-dimensional organization of chromosomes is not
random within the eukaryotic nucleus (1–5). Individual
chromosomes are not randomly scattered over the whole
nuclear space but occupy distinct positions termed
chromosome territories (6,7). Gene-rich chromosomes
tend to occupy interior positions in the nucleus, whereas,
gene-poor chromosomes tend to be peripherally located in
human (8). The spatial conformation of chromosomes re-
sults in interchromosomal interactions that bring distant
chromosomes into close proximity (9–12).
The non-random spatial features of chromosomes are
linked to gene regulation. There is increasing evidence that
much mammalian transcription occurs within a limited
number of discrete nuclear structures known as transcrip-
tion factories (13,14). Experiments on individual genes
have demonstrated that genes on different chromosomes
might migrate to the transcription factory, leading to inter-
chromosomal interactions (15,16). When transcription
initiation is inhibited, active genes disassociate from tran-
scription factories (17). This result demonstrates that tran-
scriptional regulation might tether distal active genes to
common loci to form interchromosomal interactions.
Although several coregulated galactose GAL genes in
budding yeast were colocalized in the nucleus (18),
whether or not transcription factories exist in budding
yeast has not been clearly delineated. A recent study has
found that tRNA genes and early replication origin genes
in yeast are enriched in interchromosomal interactions,
but other speciﬁc categories of genes, such as cell cycle-
regulated genes, Pol II-regulated genes, DNA repair genes,
etc., are not enriched in interchromosomal interactions
among their members (19).
Transcription factors (TFs) control gene expression by
binding regulatory regions of relevant genes. Their target
genes are not randomly distributed across linear chromo-
somes. The majority of TFs show a strong preference to
regulate genes on speciﬁc chromosomes, and their target
genes are also positionally clustered on a chromosome
(20,21). These results indicate that transcriptional regula-
tion constrains organization of genes across and on the
chromosomes. However, whether TF target genes are ran-
domly distributed in the nucleus or encoded on speciﬁc
regions remains to be elucidated.
It has become clear that the traditional one-dimensional
view of gene regulation is oversimpliﬁed. Despite the rela-
tionship of gene regulation with spatial organization of
chromosomes observed on individual genes, it is still not
clear how gene regulation inﬂuences gene nuclear location
on a genomic scale. Although a previous study has mapped
the three-dimensional architecture of whole human gen-
ome (22), the data were in low resolution and thus, there is
insufﬁcient data in the human system for the investigation
into how gene regulation inﬂuences gene nuclear location
on a genomic scale. Until recently, three-dimensional maps
of the yeast genome were generated with high resolution
(19,23). These valuable data allow for a direct genome-
wide examination of gene nuclear location and its relation-
ship with gene regulation. Analyzing these data (19), we
found that target genes of a considerable number of TFs
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results in tighter coregulation of TF target genes. We also
found that target genes of other trans regulators, including
chromatin remodelers and histone modiﬁed enzymes, tend
to be colocalized. Genes with high trans effects on gene




Genome-wide changes in gene expression data corres-
ponding to the knockout of 269 TFs were taken from
Hu et al. (24). As a TF can regulate secondary targets
via regulatory cascades, we used the reﬁned transcription-
al regulatory network that eliminated indirect regulatory
interactions (24). We determined knockout target genes
for each TF. As we used hypergeometric distribution to
evaluate nuclear colocalization of TF target genes, TFs
with fewer target genes could bias the statistical reliability
of the computed P-values. In this study, we restricted the
analysis to TFs with more than 20 knockout target genes,
resulting in a total of 174 TFs. We also separated activated
target genes from repressed target genes for each of the
174 TFs. Genome-wide binding data corresponding to 203
TFs were taken from Harbison et al. (25). We determined
binding target genes for each TF. We also restricted the
analysis to TFs with more than 20 binding target genes,
resulting in a total of 158 TFs. A P-value cutoff of 0.005
was used to deﬁne the set of genes affected by the knockout
of a particular TF or bound by a particular TF. We chose
this relaxed criterion of conﬁdence (P-value) in order to
increase the number of true and functional TF–DNA
interactions that can be found. We also repeated the
analysis using a stricter P-value cutoff of 0.001 as that
in the original literatures (24,25), and found that the re-
sulting statistical signiﬁcance (P-values) of colocalization
are signiﬁcantly correlated with those for the P-value cut-
off of 0.005 (Pearson correlation coefﬁcient, R=0.61,
P<10
 28 for TF knockout target genes, R=0.52,
P<10
 20 for TF binding target genes).
Genome-wide interchromosomal and intrachromo-
somal interaction data were taken from Duan et al. (19).
These data represent a time- and population-averaged
snapshot of events in the cell. As in the original literature
(19), a false discovery rate (FDR) value cutoff of 0.01 was
used to deﬁne interchromosomal and intrachromosomal
interactions. 240629 interchromosomal interactions
and 65683 intrachromosomal interactions among 3991
segments on different chromosomes, with kilobase reso-
lution, have been identiﬁed. Of all intrachromosomal
interactions,  20% are between segments separated by
<60kb. In the original literature (19), intrachromosomal
interactions that are between segments separated by
<20kb were eliminated. In this study, we set a stricter
cutoff to control for the interactions caused by linear
proximity in the genome. We eliminated intrachromo-
somal interactions in which the two segments are separated
by <60kb. Two segments on different chromosomes that
interact with each other are colocalized in the nucleus. For
each segment, we calculated its distance to transcription
start sites (TSS) of all genes on its corresponding chromo-
some, and identiﬁed the gene whose TSS is the closest to
it. Every segment has its corresponding gene. In this way,
we could identify gene pairs that are colocalized in the
nucleus according to segment pairs that are colocalized
(i.e. show interchromosomal interactions). In this study,
we only used this strategy to calculate the pair-wise
Pearson expression correlation coefﬁcient among all gene
pairs that are colocalized in the nucleus to evaluate
whether colocalized gene pairs, regardless of coregulation
or not, are more coexpressed than random gene pairs.
The list of TFs, which show a preference to regulate
genes that are positionally clustered on a chromosome,
was taken from Janga et al. (20). We evaluated the overlap
between target-colocalized TFs and this list of TFs.
Protein abundance data was taken from Newman et al.
(26), which was measured by high-throughput ﬂow cyto-
metry coupled with green ﬂuorescent protein (GFP)-
tagged yeast strains at single-cell resolution. This data
set includes the number of molecules for more than 2500
proteins in yeast. We compared protein abundance values
between target-colocalized TFs and the other TFs.
Genome-wide gene transcription activity (transcription
rate) data were taken from Holstege et al. (27). The TSS
data was taken from David et al. (28).
Genome-wide gene expression data used for coexpres-
sion analysis were measured under normal growth condi-
tions (29–31), a total of 112 time points. Histone
modiﬁcation data were taken from ChromatinDB (32), a
database of genome-wide histone modiﬁcation patterns for
Saccharomyces cerevisiae. We added the histone modiﬁca-
tion data from Pokholok et al. (33), resulting in a total of
25 histone modiﬁcations. For each promoter (500-bp
upstream of the gene in this study, the upstream region
was truncated if it overlapped with neighboring genes),
we calculated the average level for each histone modiﬁca-
tion, respectively. For each histone modiﬁcation, we
calculated the Pearson correlation coefﬁcient between
average modiﬁcation levels at promoters and gene tran-
scription activity levels. We identiﬁed cohort of genes
that show high modiﬁcation levels at promoters for each
modiﬁcation. Genes belong to one modiﬁcation cohort if
they display signiﬁcantly high levels (Z-score>1.64,
P<0.05) of the corresponding modiﬁcation.
Genome-wide chromatin remodeler occupancy data at
TSS and upstream activation sequence (UAS) were taken
from Venters et al. (34). We identiﬁed cohorts of genes
that show high occupancy levels at UAS and TSS for
each remodeler. Genes belong to one remodeler cohort
if they display signiﬁcantly high occupancy levels
(Z-score>1.64, P<0.05) of the corresponding remodeler.
For each remodeler, we calculated the Pearson correlation
coefﬁcient between occupancy levels and gene transcrip-
tion activity levels. We used a compendium of gene
expression experiments in which various chromatin modi-
ﬁers were deleted or mutated (35). Genes belong to one
remodeler cohort if they display signiﬁcant changes
( Z   score jj > 1:64, P < 0:05) in gene expression accom-
panying the perturbation of the corresponding remodeler.
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polymerase II subunit Rpo21) data were taken
from Venters et al. (34). For each promoter, we calculated
the average RNA polymerase II occupancy level.
We identiﬁed cohort of genes that show high RNA poly-
merase II occupancy at promoters. Genes belong to RNA
polymerase II-enriched promoters if they display signiﬁ-
cantly high RNA polymerase II occupancy levels
(Z-score>1.64, P<0.05). The list of occupied proximal
nucleosome (OPN) genes was taken from Tirosh and
Barkai (36). H2A.Z nucleosome data was taken from
Albert et al. (37). To avoid confusion, we restricted the
analysis to the 5% most scored H2A.Z nucleosomes in the
literature. We identiﬁed genes that contain H2A.Z nucleo-
somes in promoter regions. Data for cis and trans effects
on gene expression divergence between species were taken
from Tirosh et al. (38). The relative contribution of cis and
trans effects to gene expression divergence has been experi-
mentally measured by using the hybrid of S. cerevisiae and
Saccharomyces paradoxus. As both alleles of each gene are
under the same nuclear environment (the same trans
effects) in the hybrid, differences in their expression reﬂect
cis effects on expression divergence, whereas expres-
sion differences between the parental genes that disappear
in the hybrid reﬂect trans effects. We deﬁned the genes
whose both alleles show signiﬁcant difference in gene
expression ( Z   score jj > 1:64, P < 0:05) within the
hybrid as genes with high cis effects. The same threshold
( Z   score jj > 1:64, P < 0:05) was used to deﬁne genes
with high trans effects.
Statistical method
Given two samples of values, the Mann–Whitney U-test is
designed to examine whether they have equal medians.
The main advantage of this test is that it makes no as-
sumption that the samples are from normal distributions.
Evaluation of colocalization
We evaluated whether a group of genes is colocalized in
the nucleus. Considering yeast interchromosomal inter-
action data for an example, we identiﬁed the segments
that are close to each gene [within 2.5kb to the TSS of
gene. This cutoff value was chosen according to the
original literature (19)] in yeast, and assigned each gene
with its identiﬁed segments. The distribution of segments
might be non-uniform in the genome. Some genes might
have more segments close to them than other genes. If one
segment A shows interchromosomal interaction with
another segment B, it is more likely that its adjacent
segment C also shows interaction with the segment B. If
segments A and C are assigned to one gene, it will inevit-
ably lead to an overall elevated number of interactions for
this gene. We next evaluated whether two genes have
interchromosomal interactions or not. For two given
genes, if there is at least one pair of their segments
showing interchromosomal interactions, these two genes
were deﬁned as having interchromosomal interactions.
Note that, we only considered whether two genes have
interchromosomal interactions or not, regardless of how
many pairs of their segments show interchromosomal
interactions. This criterion controlled for some genes
that have more assigned segments. We calculated the
number M of all possible interchromosomal interactions
among all 5761 genes (M=15335972), and counted the
actual number K of all experimentally identiﬁed inter-
chromosomal interactions (K=1163762). These
numbers were considered as the background level
(genome-wide level). K=M was the percent of genome-
wide level. Given a group of genes, we calculated the
number N of all possible interchromosomal interactions
among these genes, and counted the actual number X of
experimentally identiﬁed interchromosomal interactions
among these genes. X=N was the percent of this gene
group. Given a group of genes, to further control for
linear proximity in the genome, we only considered genes
that are separated by at least 60kb. The probability of
randomly drawing exactly X interactions of K in N
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We used the resulting P-value to evaluate whether this
group of genes is colocalized in the nucleus as in a
previous study (19).
We also compared the enrichment of interchromosomal
interactions for a group of genes to background levels on
individual chromosomes. We calculated for all genes on
one speciﬁc chromosome, the number M of all their pos-
sible interchromosomal interactions with all genes on the
other chromosomes, and counted the actual number K of
all experimentally identiﬁed interchromosomal inter-
actions. These numbers were considered as the back-
ground level. Given a group of genes, we calculated for
the genes on the speciﬁc chromosome, the number N of all
their possible interchromosomal interactions with the
other genes on the other chromosomes, and counted the
actual number X of experimentaly identiﬁed interchromo-
somal interactions.
RESULTS
A signiﬁcant number of TFs regulate genes that are
colocalized in the nucleus
To investigate the relationship between transcriptional
regulation and gene location in the nucleus, we used two
genome-wide yeast data sets. One is target genes of
various TFs. If one gene is the target gene of one TF, it
should be differentially expressed after this TF is knocked
out. We determined target genes for each TF using
genome-wide gene expression data corresponding to the
knockout of TFs (24). The other data set is the
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interactions data (19), which reﬂects the topologies and
spatial relationships of chromosomes. Chromosomal
interaction partners have been determined with kilobase
resolution for nearly 4000 segments on different chromo-
somes, by coupling chromosome conformation capture-
on-chip (4C) and massively parallel sequencing. There is
an inverse relationship between intrachromosomal inter-
action frequency and genomic distance separating inter-
acting segments (Supplementary Figure S1).
We examined whether TF target genes are colocalized in
the nucleus. We restricted the analysis to TFs with more
than 20 target genes. We found that 34 of 174TFs ( 20%)
have target genes that are colocalized (hypergeometric
P < 0:01, after Bonferroni correction for multiple testing;
see ‘Materials and Methods’ section; Supplementary
Table S1). When including TFs with fewer than 20
target genes, the number of TFs whose target genes are
colocalized remained the same. As different chromosomes
in yeast can have fundamentally different properties
in terms of chromosomal interactions (19), we asked
whether TF target genes show enrichment of interchromo-
somal interactions on speciﬁc chromosomes. We
compared the enrichment of interchromosomal inter-
actions for TF target genes to background levels on indi-
vidual chromosomes using hypergeometric test. We found
that target genes of the 34TFs show enrichment of inter-
chromosomal interactions on speciﬁc chromosomes, re-
spectively (Supplementary Table S2). We calculated
pair-wise linear distances among target genes for each
TF, and found that the resulting distances of the 34TFs
are comparable with those of the other TFs (303798bp
versus 304689bp; P=1, Mann–Whitney U-test). To
further control for linear proximity in the genome, we re-
peated the analysis only considering TF target genes that
are separated by at least 60kb. This strict criterion ﬁltered
out 10TFs, resulting in 24TFs whose target genes are co-
localized (hypergeometric P<0.01, after Bonferroni cor-
rection; Figure 1 and Supplementary Table S1). These
24TFs are hereinafter referred to as target-colocalized
TFs. In the following analysis, we used the strict criterion
to examine whether genes are enriched in interchromo-
somal interactions.
We next examined the nuclear colocalization of TF
target genes using intrachromosomal interactions data.
We found that 1 of 174TFs have target genes that are
signiﬁcantly enriched in intrachromosomal interactions
(hypergeometric, P<0.01, after Bonferroni correction;
Supplementary Figure S2). Moreover, target genes of all
TFs show signiﬁcantly positive correlation between their
enrichment in interchromosomal interactions and that in
intrachromosomal interactions (Pearson correlation coef-
ﬁcient, R=0.51, P<10
 12; Supplementary Figure S3).
We repeated the analysis for activated and repressed
target gene cohorts separately and found similar observa-
tions regardless of the direction of the expression change
(Supplementary Figure S4). To strictly control for linear
proximity in the genome, we used interchromosomal inter-
actions in the following analysis. Two segments on differ-
ent chromosomes that interact with each other are
supposed to be colocalized in the nucleus. In the following
analysis, the colocalization in the nucleus represents the
enrichment of interchromosomal interactions.
Genome-wide analysis has revealed that TF binding
genes detected by chromatin immunoprecipitation
(ChIP)-chip (25) show a low overlap with TF knockout
target genes. We thus examined the relationship between
transcriptional regulation and gene nuclear location using
large-scale TF binding data measured by ChIP-chip (25).
We found that 5 of 158 TFs have binding target genes
that are colocalized (hypergeometric, P<0.01, after
Bonferroni correction; Supplementary Figure S5). We col-
lected high-quality ChIP-chip data sets for TFs Swi4 (39),
Hsf1 (40) and Rap1 (41). The binding target genes of these
three TFs are not colocalized according to the large-scale
ChIP-chip data sets (25). However, the binding target
genes of two among these three TFs are colocalized ac-
cording to the high-quality ChIP-chip data sets (hyper-
geometric, P<10
 4 for Swi4; P<10
 17 for Hsf1; P=1
for Rap1), suggesting that data quality may be one reason
for the low colocalization. TF binding detected by ChIP-
chip is likely to be confounded by stochastic binding and
may vary depending on the physiology of the cells at the
experimental time. In addition, most knockout target
genes are enriched in known TF binding DNA motifs in
the corresponding promoters (24). In the following
analysis, we used TF knockout target data sets instead
of TF binding target data sets.
We next investigated the relationship between the dis-
tributions of TF target genes in the nucleus and those on
linear chromosomes. A previous study has analyzed the
distribution of TF target genes on chromosomes, and has
revealed that most TFs show a preference to regulate
genes that are positionally clustered on a chromosome
(20). We asked whether TFs whose target genes are
colocalized in the nucleus also tend to regulate genes clus-
tered together on a chromosome. Using the list of TFs
that tend to regulate genes positionally clustered on a
chromosome (20), we found that target-colocalized TFs
are not signiﬁcantly enriched in, or depleted of TFs that
tend to regulate genes positionally clustered on a chromo-
some (hypergeometric, P=0.29 for enrichment; hyper-
geometric, P=0.88 for depletion). This result suggests
that there is no general relationship between positional
preferences on linear chromosomes and those in the
nucleus for TF target genes.
Colocalization of TF target genes strengthens coregulation
We examined whether colocalization of TF target genes
has effect on TF regulation. The colocalization of TF
target genes should facilitate TF regulation compared to
the scattered distribution of TF target genes. The function
of TF binding to regulatory regions is to control gene ex-
pression. Genes coregulated by a common TF are expected
to be coexpressed (42). The degree of expression coherence
for TF target genes signiﬁes the degree of TF regulation
(43). We asked whether colocalization of TF target genes
strengthens the degree of TF regulation. We used a
combined gene expression data set on 112 time points
during the condition (29–31) similar to that where TF
knockout data and three-dimensional data were measured.
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interchromosomal interactions) from those that are not
for each TF. We calculated for each TF the pair-wise ex-
pression correlation coefﬁcient among the two separated
gene groups, respectively. To control for linear proximity,
we excluded pair-wise Pearson expression correlation co-
efﬁcient between gene pairs that are on the same chromo-
some. Colocalized target genes are more coexpressed than
the other target genes (correlation coefﬁcient of 0.14
versus 0.06; P   0, Mann–Whitney U-test; Figure 2A).
When excluding target-colocalized TFs for analysis,
similar observation could be reproduced (correlation co-
efﬁcient of 0.14 versus 0.06; P   0, Mann–Whitney U-test;
Figure 2B). We asked whether this is a general feature of
all TFs. We found that only ﬁve among all TFs, including
Rsc1, Tec1, Sas3, Gts1 and Cad1, violate this feature.
Their colocalized target genes are less coexpressed than
the other target genes (P<0.01, Mann–Whitney U-test,
after Bonferroni correction). To examine the artifact
caused by the difference in the sizes between colocalized
target genes and the other target genes, we used random
perturbation experiments to test the validity of the obser-
vations above. For every TF, ﬁxing the number of target
genes that are colocalized, we perturbed target genes that
are colocalized with those that are not at random from its
target gene cohort. Using this new randomized map, we
repeated the analysis as above to evaluate the statistical
difference of pair-wise expression correlation coefﬁcients
between target genes that are colocalized and those that
are not. We repeated this randomized experiment 1000
times. We found that the statistical differences between
target genes that are colocalized and those that are not
for these randomized data are weaker than those of the
real data (Figure 2C).
However, the apparent correspondence between co-
localization of TF target genes and high degree of co-
regulation might be caused by the intrinsic colocalization
of target genes, not by their common regulatory systems.
For example, neighboring gene pairs on linear chromo-
somes tend to be coexpressed (44), but this coexpression
can not be attributed to their shared TF regulation (45).
We examined whether the correspondence is caused by the
intrinsic colocalization of TF target genes. If this is the
case, colocalized gene pairs, regardless of coregulation or
not, should be more coexpressed than random gene pairs.
We calculated the pair-wise Pearson expression correl-
ation coefﬁcient among all gene pairs that are colocalized
in the nucleus. We also repeated the calculation for all
possible gene pairs. There is no statistical difference in
degree of coexpression between these two types of gene
pairs (correlation coefﬁcient of 0.02 versus 0.02;
P ¼ 0:08, Mann–Whitney U-test; Supplementary Figure
S6). This result excludes the possibility that the tight
coregulation of TF colocalized target genes is caused by
their intrinsic colocalization.
Chromatin regulatory genes are colocalized in the nucleus
Having revealed the colocalization of TF target genes in
the nucleus, one natural question is whether target genes
of other trans regulators are also colocalized. In addition
to TF regulation, another important gene regulatory
mechanism is at the chromatin level. Chromatin
Figure 1. Enrichment of interchromosomal interactions with regard to 174 groups of TF target genes (TF knockout data). Each bar represents the
enrichment or depletion (the ratio between actual number and possible number) relative to the percent (gray line) of genome-wide level. Results are
shown for strict criterion, i.e. exclusion of TF target genes that are separated by <60kb. See Supplementary Table S1 for results of both criteria and
the full list of hypergeometric P-values. TFs with a gray square on the left are signiﬁcantly enriched (hypergeometric, P < 0:01, after Bonferroni
correction for multiple testing).
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chromatin structure. In general, there are two main ways
in which cells regulate chromatin structure: histone modi-
ﬁcation and chromatin remodeling. We asked whether
genes involved in these two processes are colocalized in
the nucleus. First, we tested whether histone modiﬁcation
regulated genes are colocalized in the nucleus. We col-
lected 25 types of available histone modiﬁcation data
(32,33). Using these data, we identiﬁed a cohort of genes
that show high modiﬁcation levels at promoters for each
modiﬁcation (see ‘Materials and Methods’ section). Using
a similar method as above based on hypergeometric test,
we found that four modiﬁcation gene cohorts are
colocalized (hypergeometric, P<0.01, after Bonferroni
correction; Figure 3A).
Second, we examined whether genes regulated by chro-
matin remodelers are colocalized in the nucleus. To our
knowledge, genome-wide occupancy data are available for
eight chromatin remodelers (34). Using these data, we
identiﬁed cohorts of genes that show high occupancy
levels at promoters (near the UAS and TSS, respectively)
for each remodeler (see ‘Materials and Methods’ section).
We found that 10 remodeler gene cohorts are colocalized
(hypergeometric, P<0.01, after Bonferroni correction;
Figure 3B). We next sought to analyze regulatory genes
for more chromatin remodelers. As genome-wide occu-
pancy data are available for only a handful of chromatin
remodelers, we used a large data set for changes in gene
expression accompanying the perturbation (mutation or
deletion) of 170 chromatin remodelers (35). If the re-
modeler regulates chromatin activity of one gene, its per-
turbation should cause a differential change in expression
of this gene because gene expression is linked to chromatin
regulation. Genes belong to one remodeler cohort if they
display signiﬁcant changes ( Z   score jj > 1:64, P < 0:05)
in gene expression accompanying the perturbation of the
corresponding remodeler. We found that 45 remodeler
gene cohorts are colocalized (hypergeometric, P<0.01,
after Bonferroni correction; Figure 3C).
Third, we studied the effect of colocalized chromatin
regulation on nucleosomal organization. The nucleosome
is the fundamental unit of eukaryotic chromatin.
Although nucleosome positioning is partly encoded in
genomic sequence (46), it is also determined by chromatin
regulators. The observed colocalization of chromatin regu-
lator target genes motivates us to ask whether genes with
similar nucleosomal organization are colocalized. A sub-
stantial nucleosome-free region (NFR) directly upstream
of the TSS is a general feature for most yeast genes (47),
but approximately 500 genes exhibit relatively high nu-
cleosome occupancy upstream of the TSS (36). These
approximately 500 genes, termed as occupied proximal-
nucleosome OPN genes, are colocalized in the nucleus
(hypergeometric, P < 10 162; Figure 3D). Nucleosome
positioning upstream of the TSS on OPN genes are
regulated by chromatin regulators, which is consistent with
the above observation that genes regulated by chromatin
remodelers are colocalized in the nucleus. On the other
hand, nucleosomes containing histone variant H2A.Z
ﬂank NFR in most promoter regions (48), and their de-
position into chromatin requires chromatin remodelers
(37). We found that H2A.Z-containing genes are
colocalized in the nucleus (hypergeometric, P < 10 67;
Figure 3D).
Fourth, we examined whether genes with high trans-
driven gene expression divergence are colocalized.
Divergence in gene expression of a speciﬁc gene between
closely related species can result from sequence changes in
its coding region and regulatory region (cis), or from
changes in sequences or expression of its direct or
indirect upstream regulators (trans). A recent study has
experimentally measured the relative contribution of cis
and trans effects to the gene expression divergence (38).
We identiﬁed genes with high trans and cis effects
Figure 2. Colocalization of TF target genes corresponds to strong coregulation. (A) We separated target genes that are colocalized from those that
are not for each TF. We calculated for each TF the pair-wise expression correlation coefﬁcient among the two separated gene groups, respectively.
Distributions of resulting correlation coefﬁcient values are presented for the two gene groups. Higher positive correlation indicates strong
coregulation. Colocalized target genes are more strongly coregulated than the other target genes (P   0, Mann–Whitney U-test). (B) Same as
(A), but exclusion of target-colocalized TFs for analysis. Colocalized target genes are still more strongly coregulated than the other target genes
(P   0, Mann–Whitney U-test). (C) Scatter comparison of P-values (Mann–Whitney U-test,  log10 transformed) that evaluate the difference of
pair-wise expression correlation coefﬁcients between target genes that are colocalized and those that are not. X-axis is the P-values for all TFs, and y-
axis is the P-values after exclusion of target-colocalized TFs for analysis. The black star is the P-values for real data [(A) and (B)]. The gray dots are
the P-values for the 1000 random perturbation experiments. To control for linear proximity, we excluded pair-wise Pearson expression correlation
coefﬁcient between gene pairs that are on the same chromosome in (A–C).
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vergence, respectively. As target genes of trans regulators
are colocalized, genes with high trans effects on gene ex-
pression divergence also should be colocalized. Indeed,
genes with high trans effects are colocalized in the nucleus
(hypergeometric, P < 10 34; Figure 3D), but genes with
high cis effects are not (hypergeometric, P ¼ 0:71). We
also compared the enrichment of interchromosomal inter-
actions for gene cohorts in this section to background
levels on individual chromosomes using hypergeometric
test (Supplementary Table S2).
Finally, we examined whether the colocalization is
linked to particular cellular processes or metabolic or sig-
naling pathways. We tested whether a group of genes are
enriched in Gene Ontology (GO) terms or Kyoto
Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) pathways
using DAVID bioinformatics enrichment tools (49). We
found that there is no signiﬁcant difference in GO terms or
KEGG pathways between target-colocalized TFs and the
other TFs. For each regulator (i.e. TFs and chromatin
remodelers), we statistically examined the enrichment of
its colocalized target genes for each of the GO terms and
KEGG pathways by comparing the outcome with that of
its non-colocalized target genes (control background), and
found that there is no signiﬁcant difference between them.
DISCUSSION
Here, we investigated genome-wide relationship between
gene regulation and gene location in the nucleus. Our
major ﬁndings are that: (i) a considerable number of
TFs show a preference to have targets that are colocalized
in the nucleus; (ii) the colocalization of target genes
strengthens coregulation of the corresponding TFs; and
(iii) most chromatin regulators tend to regulate genes
that are colocalized. These ﬁndings demonstrate the con-
straints of gene regulation on genome organization in the
nucleus. These results have particular importance for
studies attempting to understand gene regulation in the
three-dimensional view. Future studies will no doubt
need to take gene nuclear location into account in order
to achieve a deeper understanding of gene regulation.
Figure 3. Enrichment of interchromosomal interactions with regard to speciﬁc categories of genes. (A–D) Each bar represents the enrichment or
depletion relative to the percent (gray line) of genome-wide level. Due to lack of space, we only showed genes cohorts that are signiﬁcantly enriched
in interchromosomal interactions (hypergeometric, P < 0:01, after Bonferroni correction for multiple testing). (A) Histone modiﬁcation gene cohorts.
Ac represents acetylation. (B) Chromatin remodeler occupied gene cohorts. (C) Chromatin remodeler knockout affected gene cohorts. The references
are listed after the remodeler names. (D) Other gene cohorts.
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colocalization of coregulated genes. A signiﬁcant number
of TFs regulate genes that are colocalized in the nucleus,
but target genes of most TFs are not colocalized. It has
become evident that the organization of chromatin in the
nucleus is not static (50). Examples of dynamic chromatin
movements have been documented with regard to gene
regulation (51,52). On the other hand, it is well accepted
that TFs bind their targets in a dynamic manner. Genes
might dynamically move to speciﬁc nuclear regions for TF
transient binding. Note that the three-dimensional map of
yeast genome, we used for analysis represents an ‘average’
snapshot of genome organization in the nucleus, not the
dynamic changes. It is likely that the dynamic colocaliza-
tion of target genes for most TFs is not captured by this
three-dimensional map. It is interesting to test this possi-
bility with the development of experimental methods.
Transcription regulation is a TF-dependent process, and
is achieved by the diffusion of TFs. TF regulatory efﬁ-
ciency is inﬂuenced by the protein abundance of TFs. If
the abundance of one TF is high, it should efﬁciently
regulate its target genes even though targets are scattered
over the whole nuclear space. We hypothesized that nu-
clear colocalization of target-colocalized TF target genes
is linked to the low TF abundance. However, we found
that the abundance (26) of target-colocalized TFs is com-
parable with that of the other TFs (P=0.67, Mann–
Whitney U-test).
We sought to explain the nuclear colocalization of
target genes in terms of the size of target gene cohorts.
If one TF regulates a large number of genes, its appropri-
ate regulation could be maintained by the colocalization
of its target genes. The nuclear colocalization of target
genes should enhance TF regulatory efﬁciency. However,
the sizes of knockout target gene cohorts for
target-colocalized TFs are comparable with those of the
other TFs (96 versus 110; P=0.87, Mann–Whitney
U-test).
TF target genes colocalized are in tighter coregulation
by the TFs. TFs identify their target genes by binding the
DNA motif sequences in promoter regions. TF binding
DNA motifs are usually short and degenerate. There are
thus, redundant motifs in the genome, which makes it dif-
ﬁcult for TFs to appropriately bind their functional motifs.
As gene expression data is measured among a population
of cells, the failure of appropriate TF binding in a
subpopulation of cells could lead to the apparently weak
coregulation of TF target genes. In general, TFs are not
randomly distributed in the nucleus, and they show a pref-
erence to locate in some distinct nuclear regions.
Colocalization of TF target genes in these regions could
facilitate the appropriate binding of TFs to function
motifs, which strengthens the coregulation of TF target
genes.
Histone modiﬁcation and chromatin remodeling are
known to be associated with transcription. It remains to
be answered whether the colocalization of their gene
cohorts facilitates transcription. We found that histone
modiﬁcations whose gene cohorts are colocalized in
the nucleus, show comparable correlation with tran-
scription activity relative to the other histone
modiﬁcations (P=0.15, Mann–Whitney U-test;
Supplementary Figure S7). Similar result was observed
on chromatin remodeler target gene cohorts (P=0.49,
Mann–Whitney U-test; Supplementary Figure S7). These
results indicate that chromatin regulators whose target
genes show colocalization are not signiﬁcantly associated
with transcription activation or repression compared to
the other regulators. Moreover, RNA polymerase
II-enriched promoters are not colocalized in the nucleus
(hypergeometric, P=1). The colocalization of target
genes is a feature of some chromatin regulators, but it is
not the general feature of chromatin regulators that are
linked to transcription activation or repression. The
colocalization might facilitate the regulation of chromatin
regulators. Its functional roles in biological processes
remain to be elucidated.
Our observation that genes coregulated by one chroma-
tin regulator are colocalized has implications. Colocalized
genes are regulated by common chromatin regulators.
This could result in similar chromatin structures of co-
localized genes. Our observation that genes with similar
nucleosomal organization are colocalized, supports this
concept. In addition, chromatin regulators could move
their regulated genes to specialized compartments in the
nucleus, leading to the observed colocalization of their
coregulated genes. This will give insights into how
colocalization of coregulated genes is accomplished.
Despite the ﬁndings described above, our study still has
limitations. In this study, we used numerous data sets
which are measured from different experimental platforms
and different yeast strains (Supplementary Table S3).
These discrepancies inevitably bias the observations in
this study. However, yeast data sets used in this study
were all measured in rich media (Supplementary Table
S3). The similarity in experimental medium should com-
plement the discrepancies above. It will be of particular
interest to perform experiments regarding to this study
using the same yeast strains.
SUPPLEMENTARY DATA
Supplementary Data are available at NAR Online.
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